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IT is difficult to forecast the future of a colony which, possessing an area
of 669 ,520 square miles, and a coast line of 2.250, presents so great a
variety of climate, that in portions of its southern districto, it admits of
the successful growth of almost all the European vegetable products, and
in its central and northern territory, affords us facilities for semitropical
and tropical cultivation of all kinds, while its geological formation is so

abundantly prolific, as to include within it almost every species of
valuable mineral-but which at the time I am writing, is estimated to

possess a population of little more than 213,000 souls. That with such a
population it raises an annual income of nearly two millions sterling ;
that its exports (which now include antimony, coal, gold, silver, tin, rum,
sugar, tallow, timber, wool, and many minor, but rapidly developing
articles  of native produce) amounted in value in 1880 to £3,448,160, and
its imports to £3,087,296 ; that the average deposits in the ordinary banks

for that year amounted to £4,062,716 ; and in the savings bank, to
£747,089 ; that its sheep numbered 6,935,967, and its cattle, 3,162,572 ;
-these facts indicate a present which may be taken as foreshadow-

ing, under wise legislation and well-devoted energy, a brilliant future.
Nor am 1 inclined to look upon its public debt, incurred and authorized

of some fourteen and a quarter millions, as likely to depress the
energy of the people, or to interfere with the development of the

colony, although its increase, unless under a widely different system from
the existing one, would be much to be deplored. We shall have to
count on 1.404; miles of railway in return for the nine millions of that
debt expended upon them ; and for the remainder. 5.768 miles of tele-
graph ; costly and necessary, though sometimes experimental, iinprove.
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To a great extent, the history of one penal settlement is the history of all

penal settlements. The line of demarkation between keeper and criminal
was strong and distinct, and it became gradually a settled thing that,
whether a convict might or might not be occasionally right, the master
could never be wrong. The result was natural. The consciousness of
impunity for the governor, and of degradation in the governed, could not
but tend to lessen the care with which authority was exercised, and the

perception of just cause for its exertion. The beginning of wrong, as
much as of strife, is like the pouring forth of water ; and when the per-

sonal feeling which, in a small community, and more in such a com-
munity, must result from every punishment, whether inflicted justly or
unjustly, was once roused, every repetition of offence and its consequent

suffering, not only widened the distance between the judge and the
offender, but deadened the sense of justice and appreciation of guilt
and thus, by insensible degrees, a hardness of feeling has been found to
spring up in all these settlements, equally in the gaoler as in the
prisoners. They became  " stern to inflict and stubborn to endure," with-

out' much reference to anything but facility of infliction and capacity of
endurance. The authorities drifted into cruelty, and the criminals
deepened in crime.

Looking at such influences as almost inseparable from the system
upon which the penal settlement of Moreton Bay was governed. I am not

so much inclined to consider the successive commandants as either
naturally or consciously the tyrants they have been described, and

possibly in some cases were ; or all the prisoners as the refuse of human
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WE now arrive at a period of the narrative whose interest, not, perhaps,

immediately apparent, grows upon us as it proceeds. The process of free
settlement commenced under no small difficulties, arising partly from pre-
vious conditions of existence, partly from remoteness of position, and
partly from misconception of the probable future of the district-a mis-

conception which sometlmes by the arts of speculators unduly anticipated
a rapid growth and early prosperity : but most persons understood More-

ton Bay as destined to remain, except as a profitable appanage to the
parent colony, a mere outpost of a not very refined civilisation. The

actual state of the place afforded little to contradict the more depreci-

ating supposition.

At the time when the convict rule was supposed to be nigh its end,
Brisbane existed almost only in name. There were no streets, and

nothing that could by any stretch of the imagination, be tortured into a
town. Fronting the river, adjoining what is now called William Street,

stood the modest wooden residence of the Commaii.4ant * In its rear was
a long row of old rubble buildings for the minor officials and servants im-

mediately attached to him ; some of these rooms are still remaining be-

* This, with much of the wood work of the old hospital, was prepared in Sydney, and

sent  to  Moreton Bay to be fixed, although timber admirably suited for the  purpose was

growing  all around. The only advantage resulting from this-if it could  be so called-

was an entomological one. A peculiarly large and venomous spider ,  a native of  Ceylon,

came  in the timber ,  part of which was teak, and took up its quarters in the old  hospital,

where the species long flourished, to the annoyance of the inmates.
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WHILE the labours of explorers and the exertions of the settlers
were  thus extending the boundaries and disclosing the capabilities of the
district of Moreton Bay, the Home Government  were not unmindful of
the facilities it offered to relieve them of one difficulty-that of dealing
with their convicts. Lord Stanley, on March 3,  1846 , describing  the pro-
posals  of the Colonial Office, said, in the House of Lords-

" the Government to which he belonged had thought proper to appoint an
additional colony to the north of the Colony of New South Wales, be-
yond the limits assigned to that colony, the new colony not being to
near  the tropics to prevent its being healthy. It was intended that a
number of these convicts who had reached the most advanced- that was
the lightest-stage of penal discipline, should go to that colony, where
they would be furnished with provisions for a limited period , and also a
portion of land. They would also be permitted, if they thought proper,
after a certain interval, to emigrate to the adjoining colonies and become
the servants of the outlying population of these colonies. The class of
convicts who would be sent to the new colony, would be those, who, when
they arrived there, would be in the position of having received  a condi-
tional pardon."

This proposal met with great favour in the district. The squatters

saw, or  thought they  saw, a  chance of obtaining  an almost  unlimited sup-
ply of that labour,  from  the want of which they had suffered severely, as

well as in  the new settlement an outlet for their surplus stock. But one
part of the  plan was strenuously objected to-the giving land to the con-
victs  ;  thus , in the  language  of the  Courier :  11 placing them  in a much
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IN tracing the history of the successive efforts at shaping a new constitu-
tion for the Australian Colonies, it is necessary to turn back to Earl Grey's
despatch of July, 1847, which I have before mentioned. The scheme it

embodied had at least the merit of consistency ; and, as a mere theoret-

ical effort, and considered without reference to the scanty and scattered
population of the country and its dissimilarity of character to that of the
older communities for which the system was suggested might have been

suitable, had much to recommend it. His lordship proposed, in the first
place, that the Legislatures should consist of two Chambers-one elective,
the other of nominees of the Crown. In the next place, he recommended

the establishment of district Councils, observing that " evils of a very

serious kind result from committing the inclusive management of the

affairs, both general and local, of a whole province to a central legisla-
ture, unaided and unbalanced by any description of local organization."
And he then propounds the question, whether these councils might not

be made to bear to the House of Assembly-the relation of constituents

and representatives." Not the least important proposition. was that of
devising a method for a` enabling the various Legislatures of the several

Australian Colonies to co-operate with each other in the enactment of
such laws as may be necessary for regulating the interests common to
their possessions collectively," as, for instance, customs duties, postal pro-

cedure, roads, railways, and analogous matters.
It will be obvious that much of the value of the bi-cameral arrange-

ment, and all of its acceptance with the people to be governed, would de-

pend upon the conditions attached to the exercise of the nominatory
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THE petition  of the residents of Moreton Bay against the separation clause
in Mr. Wentworth's new Constitution Bill, met with very contemptuous
treatment at the hands of that gentleman and his supporters. On the
motion for its being printed, in the Legislative Council, on December 10,

1852, Mr. Wentworth, in the scornful and haughty tone he could so well
employ-

"had no hesitation in stating that the express object of the  clause alluded
to, was to prevent the separation of Moreton Bay and the erection of that
insignificant depot into an entrepot for the convicts of the mother
country. He did not suppose there could be any question as to the policy
of preventing a few individuals from becoming the tools of the Colonial
Minister, and thereby aiding the stealthy introduction to this colony of
that class of persons."

Even great talents cannot cover inconsistency like that  thus shown
by a politician who had been one of the most prominent advocates of
transportation during the best years of his life. Whether his oratory or
other feelings prevailed most, cannot be even conjectured now, but the
language generally used towards the petitioners can scarcely be described

as other than most insulting, and the printing of the petition  was nega-
tived on a  miserable  technicality by a vote of twenty-six  to six .  As soon
as information  of these proceedings reached  Brisbane ,  a meeting was held,
and another  petition adopted on the same subject, to be  presented when
the Council should meet again.

There  were  in those days  subjects of mirth, as well as of grave consi-

deration  to be derived  from politics .  The resignation of Mr. F. E.

Bigge having left the electoral districts  of Wide  Bay, the Burnett, and

T. VAT.. T_
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